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[57] ABSTRACT 
An infant carrier having an infant supporting pouch and 
a harness permitting the carrier to be worn by an adult. 
The harness comprises adjustable shoulder straps and an 
adjustable girth strap so arranged as to enable the carry 
ing pouch to be switched from a position of frontal 
support to a position of side support while the harness is 
on a wearer and while the child remains in the pouch. 
The carrier may also be used to carry an infant on the 
back of the wearer. 

12 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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INFANT CARRIER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to an infant carrier of the soft 
type in which an infant is supported in a pouch which is 
then slung from the shoulders of an adult carrier. The 
infant is retained in an upright, usually sitting, position 
by virtue of the sling support depending from the carri 
er’s shoulders. However, the weight of the infant is 
distributed so that the majority of the weight is not 
borne by the shoulders which would not only be un 
comfortable but would readily impart fatigue to the 
carrier. Instead, the majority of the weight of the infant 
is borne by the lower torso, especially the hips. 
The infant carrier of the invention enables an adult 

comfortably to carry a child in a variety of circum 
stances, for example, around the house, when shopping, 
in fact whenever walking or standing is involved. 

Infant carriers are generally of two types, namely soft 
carriers and frame carriers. Soft carriers are known in 
which an infant is supported on the front, side or back of 
a wearer, whereas frame carriers lend themselves to 
supporting an infant on the back of a wearer. 
While there are distinct advantages to each type of 

carrier, it has hitherto not been possible readily to 
switch from one carrying position to the other, particu 
larly while the carrier is in use with an infant. supported 
in the pouch. 7 
US. Pat. Nos. 4,434,920 and 4,492,326 are examples 

of infant carriers in which the infant is supported in 
front of the adult carrier. U.S. Pat. No. 4,436,233 is an 
example of an infant carrier‘ where the infant is slung to 
one side of the adult and US. Pat. No. 3,481,517 is an 
example of a rear infant carrier. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

In addition to the prior art exempli?ed in the above 
identi?ed U.S. patents, infant carriers have been mar 
keted which are capable of carrying a child on the front, 
back or side of an adult carrier. However, although 
separate positions of support may be adopted, in order 
to switch from one position to another it has hitherto 
been necessary ?rst to remove the child from the carrier 
and then to rearrange the carrier as necessary before 
replacing the child in a carried position. 

It is an object of the invention to provide an infant 
carrier in which a supported child can be moved, at 
will, from a position of frontal support to a position of 
side support. At all times during such movement, the 
infant remains snugly and securely seated in the pouch. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide an 
infant support where the weight of a supported infant is 
properly distributed to cause minimal inconvenience or 
discomfort to an adult carrier. 
According to the present invention there is provided 

an infant carrier including a pouch having upper left 
and right corners and a transversely extending lower 
edge, and a harness attached to said pouch and includ 
ing shoulder strap means and girth strap means, wherein 
said shoulder strap means includes a ?rst shoulder strap 
secured at one end to said pouch in the region of said 
upper left corner and extending diagonally down and 
across said pouch to a location in the region of the right 
end of said lower edge at which the other end of said 
?rst strap is secured to said pouch and a second shoul 
der strap secured at one end to said pouch in the region 
of said upper right corner and extending diagonally 
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2 
down and across said pouch to a location in the region 
of the left end of said lower edge at which the other end 
of said second strap is secured to said pouch, and 
wherein said girth strap means has opposite end por 
tions extending respectively outwardly from said lower 
edge of the pouch and cooperating coupling means 
operable to couple said opposite end portions whereby 
said pouch may be slung in selected positions, said se 
lected positions including on the front and on the side of 
the wearer. 
According to a preferred embodiment of the inven 

tion there is provided an infant carrier adaptable to 
support an infant selectively and interchangeably on the 
front or on the side of an adult, said carrier including a 
child supporting flexible pouch and an integral harness, 
wherein the harness includes adjustable shoulder straps 
and an adjustable girth strap and said pouch has draw 
cord means for adjusting the con?guration of the 
pouch, wherein said adjustable shoulder straps includ 
ing ?rst and second straps respectively extending diago 
nally across the pouch from points of attachment proxi 
mate top and bottom left and right corners of the blank, 
and wherein a bottom edge of the blank is folded over 
to form a sheath slidably to accommodate the girth 
strap, said girth strap having complimentary coupling 
members adjustably located toward the outer free ends 
thereof to permit said girth to be coupled to provide a 
lower torso encircling loop. 
A preferred embodiment of the invention will now be 

described by way of example and with reference to the 
accompanying drawings. 

’ INTRODUCTION TO THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a front elevational view of an infant carrier 
of the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a rear view of the carrier shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a front view of a person supporting the 

infant carrier slung in a frontal position; 
FIG. 4 is a rear view of the person shown in FIG. 1 

and; 
FIG. 5 is a front view of a person supporting the 

infant carrier slung in a side supporting position. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The infant carrier of the invention comprises a pouch 
1 of fabric or like ?exible material. The pouch is advan 
tageously made from a blank of canvas, cloth or like 
material but can also be a fabric of synthetic ?bers. The 
pouch is shaped from a blank having an upper margin 2, 
a lower margin 3 and side margins 4 and 5. A girth strap 
6 extends laterally outwardly from the lower margin 3 
and has complimentary buckle portions 7, 8 attached to 
opposite ends thereof. The girth strap 6 is advanta 
geously encased in and extends through a sheath or 
sleeve 9 formed by folding over the lower margin and 
attaching the folded over portion to the main body 
portion of the blank by stitching. In this manner the 
girth strap is free to slide within the sheath permitting 
transverse movement of the pouch 1 along the girth 
strap 6. As will be explained hereinafter, this ?nds par 
ticular advantage when switching the infant carrier 
from a position of frontal support to a position of side 
support. Notwithstanding this preferred mode of at 
taching the girth strap 6 to the pouch 1, other means of 
attachment, such as stitching would be possible if some 
what less convenient in use. 
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